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MEC: Getting closer to people and 
connected objects

✓ Ultra-low latency

✓ Proximity

✓ High Bandwidth

✓ Real-time insight into network 
& context information

✓ Location awareness
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O-RAN component for RAN Programmability
Near real-time RAN Intelligent Controller (RIC)

• Near RT RIC is a control plane element in 
the RAN defined in O-RAN WG3

• RIC enables RAN Programmability via 3rd 
pty application-logic as xApps

• RIC is deployed on Edge Datacenters in 
mobile networks, supporting both classical 
and cloudified RAN

• E2 exposes BTS data via RIC Platform and 
xApps control RAN via imperative E2 policies 
in a near real-time control loop

• xApps complement native BTS logic by 
implementing sophisticated, typically AI/ML 
based algorithms

• RIC use-case range from CSP specific RAN 
optimization to deployment specific 
customization supporting Enterprise use-
cases

• RIC xApp have a span of control over range 
of BTS-es (nx100) and multiple RAN 
technologies (4G, 5G, Small Cell, cloud etc.)

eNB

Near RT RIC

RIC Platform services/APIs

xApps xApps xApps

E2

gNB
vCU/vDU

…

• RAN Programmability

• App logic implemented in xApps

• AI/ML training and inference 
support on RIC

• Policy based control of BTS using 
E2 service models

Policy Enforcement

Mobility Optimization

Radio-Link Management 

Advanced SON

Load Balancing

Slicing  Policy

Network 
Intelligence

Resource 
Control

Resource 
Assurance

Use cases

RAN 

Intelligent 

Controller

Near real-time RIC is a new network element defined in O-RAN standardization (https://www.o-ran.org/)

A1

SMO 

Non RT RIC

https://www.o-ran.org/
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Service Enablement Platform (SEP)
ETSI MEC and O-RAN RIC

ETSI MEC: integration of 
user-plane applications to 

the RAN and MEC APIs

CLEEN2022l

ETSI MEC and O-RAN RIC

two complementary standards

Service 
Enablement 

Platform
(SEP)

ORAN RIC: integration of 
control-plane application to 

the RAN for dynamically 
optimization
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Enables user-plane and control-plane application at the edge
Nokia Service Enablement Platform

Service QoE
differentiation

Applications at the 
edge

Platform for AI/ML use-
cases

Operator specific 
optimizationRAN programmability

Common Platform (PaaS)

RIC

xApps

MEC

Apps

RIC

xApps

MEC

Apps

RIC

xApps

MEC

Apps

MEC APIRIC API

Application awareness of MEC combined with RAN awareness of the RIC

Container Infrastructure

Service Enablement Platform:

• Infrastructure independent, 
containerized platform 
services 

• Standard APIs for applications 
to interact with the RAN S
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Single Edge Platform for:

• MEC platform services based 
on ETSI MEC standard

• RIC services based on O-RAN 
standardized RAN Intelligence 
Controller 

• Open platform for 3rd party 
Apps / xApps
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Innovation platform for the Edge
Service Enablement Platform (SEP)

O-RAN brings openness and 
programmability to the Cloud RAN RAN Openness for 3rd party applications with RIC and MEC

MEC Application @ Edge

Latency 
application 

Treating critical
content locally

Robotics : latency 
& bandwidth

O-RAN/RIC based xAPP @ Edge

Diverse and extreme
use case requirements

Dedicated Slices

P
a

a
S SEP Platform

Common PaaS services

RIC
xApps

RIC
xApps

MEC
Apps

MEC
Apps

Open Interface

RAN Programmability for 
Customization, Slice management, 
Service optimization and Artificial 
intelligence

Innovative Mobile Service 
and Application Award 2019 
for MEC Application

ONAP/MANO

RAN Intelligent Controller (RIC)
Multi Access Edge Computing (MEC)

Distributed Unit (DU)

RU SC

CU-CP  |  CU-UP
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Bringing together the Telco Edge Cloud and the Near-RT RAN 
Intelligent Controller (RIC)

Operator Platform 

An edge platform for the exposure of network 

services/capabilities to the developers and the 

enterprise segments for innovation in the 5G-era 

Focus: enhancing the applications’ performance 

and users’ quality of experience, opening the 

network to new parties/industries 

Edge 
App

Edge 
App

Edge 
App

Edge 
App

Near-RT RIC  
Platform 

An edge platform opening the RAN to the 

developers for innovative AI/ML-empowered 

programmability

Focus: intelligent customization and optimization 

of the RAN resources and services

xApp xAPP xApp xAPP

Two separate operator-driven edge initiatives: Operator Platform and Near-RT RIC
Consider a single platform to 
support:

• Common OP and Near-RT RIC 

deployment options

• Value creation, enabling enhanced 

customization and optimization 

powered by RAN-aware applications 

and application-aware RAN

• Flexible applicability

Enablers:

• Common platform and services

• Infrastructure independent

• Zero-touch automation for dynamic 

resources, service and application 

orchestration 

• Trustworthiness
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Bringing together the Telco Edge Cloud and the Near-RT RAN 
Intelligent Controller (RIC): discussion points

What will be the common OP and Near-RT RIC deployment options?

Will operators invest in two distinct platforms (in common deployment options)?  

How do these two operator-driven initiatives relate to each other?

What would be the value in having a single platform to host both Edge Apps and xApps? 

What are the required considerations when running both kinds of applications on a single platform? 

What are the implications of having a common platform from the standardization and implementation perspectives? 

Can such a common platform be used to run also network functions? 
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Summary

There are vast opportunities at the edge

• MEC is coherent with the openness ambition for innovation and growth. It provides a common API 
framework for third-party plug-ins and open APIs for data exposure and programmability.

• Integration of near-RT RIC and MEC in common platform provides additional value, enabling 
enhanced customization and optimization powered by RAN-aware applications and application-aware 
RAN

• Edge platforms integrating various use cases are a focal point for collaboration between Operators 
and Enterprises.
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Copyright and confidentiality

The contents of this document are proprietary and 
confidential property of Nokia. This document is 
provided subject to confidentiality obligations of the 
applicable agreement(s). 

This document is intended for use of Nokia’s 
customers and collaborators only for the purpose 
for which this document is submitted by Nokia. No 
part of this document may be reproduced or made 
available to the public or to any third party in any 
form or means without the prior written permission 
of Nokia. This document is to be used by properly 
trained professional personnel. Any use of the 
contents in this document is limited strictly to the 
use(s) specifically created in the applicable 
agreement(s) under which the document is 
submitted. The user of this document may 
voluntarily provide suggestions, comments or other 
feedback to Nokia in respect of the contents of this 
document ("Feedback"). 

Such Feedback may be used in Nokia products and 
related specifications or other documentation. 
Accordingly, if the user of this document gives Nokia 
Feedback on the contents of this document, Nokia 
may freely use, disclose, reproduce, license, 
distribute and otherwise commercialize the 
feedback in any Nokia product, technology, service, 
specification or other documentation. 

Nokia operates a policy of ongoing development. 
Nokia reserves the right to make changes and 
improvements to any of the products and/or 
services described in this document or withdraw this 
document at any time without prior notice. 

The contents of this document are provided "as is". 
Except as required by applicable law, no warranties 
of any kind, either express or implied, including, but 
not limited to, the implied warranties of 
merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose, 

are made in relation to the accuracy, reliability or 
contents of this document. NOKIA SHALL NOT BE 
RESPONSIBLE IN ANY EVENT FOR ERRORS IN THIS 
DOCUMENT or for any loss of data or income or any 
special, incidental, consequential, indirect or direct 
damages howsoever caused, that might arise from 
the use of this document or any contents of this 
document. 

This document and the product(s) it describes
are protected by copyright according to the
applicable laws. 

Nokia is a registered trademark of Nokia 
Corporation. Other product and company names 
mentioned herein may be trademarks or trade 
names of their respective owners.


